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Selected from this year's annual faculty exhibition shown at Syracuse University's Joe and Emily Lowe Art Center, the works included here reflect the excitingly varied points of view that characterize the fast changing styles of art today. In this exhibition the work of the industrial designer, the potter, the weaver, the silversmith, is given equal billing with that of the painter, the sculptor and printmaker. The Exhibition offers not only a rewarding glimpse into the individual approaches of the 37 artist-instructors represented, but also, and more significantly in this context, the exhibition calls attention to the wide ranging forms of expression, novel ideas and techniques to which students are exposed in their studies at Syracuse.

Dr. Laurence Schmeckebier, Dean of the School of Art, has been most helpful in arranging this exhibition, and we are grateful to him and to the artists represented.

Joseph S. Trovato
1. GILBERT ALBRIGHT  Design for Advertising Campaign
2. MICHAEL ANDREWS  Last of the Easel Painters
3. LARRY BAKKE  Esplanade
4. AINSLIE BURKE  Edge of the Field
5. MONTAGUE CHARMAN  Cliff
6. HORACE CLARK  Late Summer
7. DON COTCSE  Guitarist IX
8. CHARLES DIBBLE  Autumn
9. AIDRON DUCKWORTH  Head
10. LEE DuSELL  To Walk in the Newness of Life
11. JAMES DWYER  Gemini
12. LAWRENCE FEER  CB/BC Transceiver
13. EDWARD FRICKE  Now
14. CHARLES GIORDANO  Bino — 2
15. HENRY GERNHARDT  Large Vase
16. FRANK GOODNOW  Arbor No. 3
17. RALPH LAIDLAW  Nova Scotia
18. LAWRENCE LONGLEY  Vase
19. BORIS MARGO  In Memoriam
20. JOHN MARSHALL  Cream and Sugar
21. JOHN NELSON  3 Faces
22. TETSUO OCHIKUBO  Untitled
23. DANIEL PACKARD  Nine to Five
24. PETER PIENING  Sunset, Virgin Islands
25. JAMES PIRKL  Brochure Design No. 1
26. MERLIN POLLOCK  Light on Still Water
27. ARTHUR PULOS  Router (Model 64)
28. JAMES RIDON  Summer Landscape No. 10
29. LAURENCE SCHMECKEBIER  Knot Form
30. CLARANN SEAMES  Solipsism Revealed
31. DONALD SHAFER  Nobska Point Light
32. LELAND SMITH  Rocker
33. GEORGE VANDER SLUIS  Barn Door
34. JOHN VARGO  Apad’s Son
35. DONALD WATERMAN  Fabric Designs
36. HELEN WILLIAMS  Jacket or Dress Material with borders for sleeves and hem
37. SYLVIA WYCKOFF  Experiment in Color